
AL ALIA INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, RIYADH 
ALTERNATIVE ACADEMIC CALENDAR 2020-21 

         
CLASS: XII                                                                           SUBJECT: COMPUTER SCIENCE 
   

WEEK LEARNING OUTCOMES SOURCES/RESOURCES 
SUGGESTED 

ACTIVITIES 

WEEK 1 

Leaners will be able 

 To understand and apply the 

basic computational thinking. 

 To revise the fundamentals of 

python coding covered in class 

XI. 

 To find out the output of 

program codes manually. 

 To identify and differentiate the 

mutable and immutable data 

types available in python. 

 PYTHON REVISION TOUR-I 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook -Computer Science  With Python By 

Sumita Arora 

 E-resources from the website 

www.python world.in 

Link of E-Resources 

https://pythonworld.in/ebook/assignment/xii-cs/ 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MzNUF01eUnVfvQG

9xLCjfr5LhCV-x3N6/view 

 Leaners are told to use 

textbook to identify and solve 

the questions based on 

programming. 

 Students are asked to write the 

answers of assignment 

questions given in the E- 

resources on a daily basis. 

 

 

 

WEEK 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 Students would be able to code 

python programs using list, 

tuples and dictionary. 

 

 They would enhance their 

programming and analytical 

skills. 

 

 Leaners will be able to identify 

different functions or methods 

used with List, Tuple and 

dictionary. 

 PYTHON REVISION TOUR-2 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook -Computer Science  With Python By 

Sumita Arora 

 Textbook- Computer Science with Python By 

Preety Arora 

 E-resources from the website 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MzNUF01eUnVfvQG

9xLCjfr5LhCV-x3N6/view 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation.php 

 

 Hands on training using 

python online editor 

http://colab.research.google.com 

 

 Ask the students to develop 

and debug programs 

independently. 

 

 Revision, doubt clearing and 

practice solving problems 

 

 

 

    

https://pythonworld.in/ebook/assignment/xii-cs/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MzNUF01eUnVfvQG9xLCjfr5LhCV-x3N6/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MzNUF01eUnVfvQG9xLCjfr5LhCV-x3N6/view
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MzNUF01eUnVfvQG9xLCjfr5LhCV-x3N6/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MzNUF01eUnVfvQG9xLCjfr5LhCV-x3N6/view
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation.php
http://colab.research.google.com/


 

WEEK 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Leaners will be able to 

understand the concept of 

functions in python 

 

 Leaner identifies different types 

of functions and structure of a 

function. 

 

 Students will be able to develop 

and debug python programs 

based on functions. 

 WORKING WITH FUNCTIONS 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python By 

Sumita Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources 

Video:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPuzGPFurhs&t=

270s 

PPT: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Io1bF3Q1NAVg9ar6

u9259JjXdsj9e3vY/view?usp=sharing 

 Ask the students to watch the 

video lectures given in the 

resources and find the answers 

of application based questions 

from textbook. 

 

 Practical question based on 

python functions has given as 

an activity. 

WEEK 4 

 

 Students will be able to write 

python functions to facilitate 

code reuse. 

 

 Leaner will be able to identify 

and differentiate different types 

of function arguments/ 

parameters available in python. 

 

 Students would be able to grasp 

the concept of scope of 

variables in a program 

 

 

 

 WORKING WITH FUNCTIONS 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python By 

Sumita Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources 

Video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6eDP_WEE5Q&

feature=youtu.be 

PPT: 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/comp

uter%20science/Functions.pdf 

 

  

 Students are asked to write the 

answers of assignment 

questions given in the link on 

a daily basis. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d

/1jPfJx4nRQr1__xMhwWk8U

vy-

gaRUmmtV/view?usp=sharin

g 

 Online quizzes conducted 

through Kahoot.com. 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPuzGPFurhs&t=270s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPuzGPFurhs&t=270s
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Io1bF3Q1NAVg9ar6u9259JjXdsj9e3vY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Io1bF3Q1NAVg9ar6u9259JjXdsj9e3vY/view?usp=sharing
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6eDP_WEE5Q&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6eDP_WEE5Q&feature=youtu.be
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Functions.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Functions.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jPfJx4nRQr1__xMhwWk8Uvy-gaRUmmtV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jPfJx4nRQr1__xMhwWk8Uvy-gaRUmmtV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jPfJx4nRQr1__xMhwWk8Uvy-gaRUmmtV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jPfJx4nRQr1__xMhwWk8Uvy-gaRUmmtV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jPfJx4nRQr1__xMhwWk8Uvy-gaRUmmtV/view?usp=sharing


WEEK 5 

 

 Leaners will be able to find out 

the output of python function 

codes Manually. 

 

 Students will be able to trace 

the flow of execution of python 

function codes without a 

debugging tool. 

 

 Leaner identifies the 

significance of string functions 

and mathematical functions. 

 WORKING WITH FUNCTIONS 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python 

 By Sumita Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources 

Video:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6eDP_WEE5Q&

feature=youtu.be 

 

PPT: 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/comp

uter%20science/Functions.pdf 

 Leaners are told to use 

textbook to identify and 

solve the questions based 

on functions. 

 

 Practical question based 

on python functions has 

given as an activity. 

 

 Revision, doubt clearing 

and practice solving 

problems 

WEEK 6 

 

 

 Students will be able to use 

python libraries. 

 

 Students will learn how to build 

python modules for code 

reusability. 

 

 Students will be able to identify 

the difference between 

modules, libraries and packages 

 

 They will get the idea to 

develop  a package by 

themselves. 

 

 

 USING PYTHON LIBRARIES 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python By 

Sumita Arora 

 Textbook- Computer Science with Python By 

Preety Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/comp

uter%20science/Using%20python%20libraries.pdf 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cg9a3weK3ko&t=

7ss 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMu9OXFc_pY 

       

 Students are asked to 

prepare a power point 

presentation about the 

topic 

“Need of Python 

Libraries” 

 Ask the students to list out 

the procedure for creating 

packages. 

 Leaners are told to use 

textbook to identify and 

solve the questions based 

on python libraries. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6eDP_WEE5Q&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6eDP_WEE5Q&feature=youtu.be
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Functions.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Functions.pdf
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Using%20python%20libraries.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Using%20python%20libraries.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cg9a3weK3ko&t=7ss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cg9a3weK3ko&t=7ss
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMu9OXFc_pY


 

 

 

WEEK 7 

 

*Topic- Recursion( Not for 

assessment) 

 

 Students will understand the 

basic concept of recursion. 

 They would be able to identify 

base case and recursive case of 

a function. 

 Leaner will be able to write a 

program using recursion. 

* RECURSION*     

 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python By 

Sumita Arora 

 Textbook- Computer Science with Python By 

Preety Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onw2JmUxLcQ&

t=522s 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ko-

wyEjOwF0gdKG6_HdKPDvfWa2zViMh/view?usp=s

haring 

 Illustration of recursive 

program with the help of 

the tools 

visualgo.net 

 

 Students are asked to point 

out the difference between 

recursion and iteration. 

 

 Ask the students to find 

out real time examples of 

recursion. 

WEEK 8 

 

*Topic- Idea of efficiency( Not for 

assessment) 

 Learners will be able to 

understand efficiency in 

algorithms and computing in 

general. 

 To give an idea about factors 

which determine the complexity 

of an algorithm 

 To enable the students to 

identify an efficient algorithm 

 

*IDEA OF EFFICIENCY* 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python By 

Sumita Arora 

 Textbook- Computer Science with Python By 

Preety Arora 

 E-resources from the websites: 

www.python.mykvs.in 

 Link of E-Resources 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20x

ii/computer%20science/Idea%20of%20efficien

cy.pdf 

 Ask the students to watch the 

video lectures given in the 

resources and find the 

answers of application based 

questions from textbook. 

 Tell the students to identify 

efficient algorithms from 

many. 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onw2JmUxLcQ&t=522s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onw2JmUxLcQ&t=522s
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ko-wyEjOwF0gdKG6_HdKPDvfWa2zViMh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ko-wyEjOwF0gdKG6_HdKPDvfWa2zViMh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ko-wyEjOwF0gdKG6_HdKPDvfWa2zViMh/view?usp=sharing
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Idea%20of%20efficiency.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Idea%20of%20efficiency.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Idea%20of%20efficiency.pdf


RAMADAN HOLIDAYS   
 

WEEK 9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The leaner understands the need 

of networking and the history of 

internet. 

 The leaner identifies and learn the 

different ways of sending data 

across the network 

 The leaner will be able to 

differentiate different 

transmission Medias and their 

advantages. 

COMMUNICATION NETWORK 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python 

By Preety Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/co

mputer%20science/Network%20and%20network%

20types.pdf 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_ilL2mIJGw 

 Students are asked to prepare a 

power point presentation about 

the topic  “Network Topology” 

 Ask the students to find out and 

mention different network 

devices that are familiar to 

them. 

 Online quiz conducted through 

Kahoot.com  

WEEK 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Leaner will be able to understand 

the working of modem, router 

and gateway etc. 

 To identify and differentiate 

different network protocols. 

 To enable to students to identify 

different mobile communication 

technologies  like 2G,3G,4G etc 

COMMUNICATION NETWORK 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python 

By Preety  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sj3esMA8Svs

&feature=youtu.be 

 

 Ask the students to watch 

the video lectures given in 

the resources and learn the 

answers of one mark 

questions. 

 Prepare a poster related to 

the topic „ comparison of 

4G&5G‟ 

 

WEEK 11 

 To enable the students to 

compare different electronic mail 

protocols. 

 To give an idea about the 

wireless technologies Wi-Fi and 

WimaX 

COMMUNICATION NETWORK 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python 

By Preety  Arora 

 

 Leaners are told to use 

textbook to identify and solve 

the questions based on 

networking. 

 

 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Network%20and%20network%20types.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Network%20and%20network%20types.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Network%20and%20network%20types.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_ilL2mIJGw
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sj3esMA8Svs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sj3esMA8Svs&feature=youtu.be


 

 Students will be able to 

differentiate between webserver  

and  webhosting 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

  Doubt clearing and practice 

application based questions. 

 

 

 

WEEK 12 

 

Leaners will be able 

 To understand the type of threats 

that affects our computer and 

how to prevent them. 

 To understand the importance of 

IT Act. 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNICATION NETWORK 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python 

By Preety  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

 

 The learners may collect 

information from internet 

and explain in their own 

words about “India IT Act” 

. 

 Ask the students to create a 

video about the topic: 

Cyber-crime & cyber safety 

WEEK 13 

 Leaners will be able to identify 

the need for files in a system. 

 

 Students will be able to 

distinguish between text files and 

binary files. 

 

 

 To give an idea about how to 

open a file and how to close a 

file. 

 

 Students will be able to perform 

simple text file operations using 

python program. 

FILE HANDLING 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With Python 

By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOt9ag

pyF40&t=144s 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OvRmL_HI

kp4SBD6cq65PKDWHOVu9hDTx/view 

 

 

 Leaners are told to use 

textbook to identify and solve 

the questions based on file 

handling. 

 

 Students are asked to code and 

test the programs in python 

environment. 

 

 

 Assignment questions can be 

given from the same topic 

 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOt9agpyF40&t=144s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOt9agpyF40&t=144s
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OvRmL_HIkp4SBD6cq65PKDWHOVu9hDTx/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OvRmL_HIkp4SBD6cq65PKDWHOVu9hDTx/view


WEEK 14 

 

Leaner will be able- 

 To understand the basic binary 

file operations like appending, 

reading &writing etc. 

 To get an idea about pickle 

module methods. 

 To  write program codes to 

perform  binary file operations 

 

 

FILE HANDLING 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xCL9VbdE

S8 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OvRmL_HIkp4

SBD6cq65PKDWHOVu9hDTx/view 

 Given practical question to 

work out using python 

environment 

 

 Online test based on Text file 

operations 

 

WEEK 15 

 

Leaner will be able- 

 To identify the importance of 

CSV files. 

 To familiarize the syntax of CSV 

file operations 

 To understand the basic CSV  

file operations like appending, 

reading &writing etc. 

FILE HANDLING 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbcJ5NQPG

zg 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OvRmL_HIkp4

SBD6cq65PKDWHOVu9hDTx/view 

 

 Students are asked to code and 

debug programs of CSV file 

operations in python 

environment. 

 Leaners are told to use 

textbook to identify and solve 

the questions based on file 

handling. 

 Revision, doubt clearing and 

practice application based 

questions. 

 

 

 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xCL9VbdES8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xCL9VbdES8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OvRmL_HIkp4SBD6cq65PKDWHOVu9hDTx/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OvRmL_HIkp4SBD6cq65PKDWHOVu9hDTx/view
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbcJ5NQPGzg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbcJ5NQPGzg
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OvRmL_HIkp4SBD6cq65PKDWHOVu9hDTx/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OvRmL_HIkp4SBD6cq65PKDWHOVu9hDTx/view


WEEK 16 

Leaner will be able- 

  To understand the basic concept 

of data structures: lists, stacks 

and queues. 

 To revise the concept of List 

data structure covered in class 

11. 

 To enable the students to 

perform basic operations in a 

linear list like 

- searching,sorting,inserting and 

deletion of  elements 

 

DATA STRUCTURES-1 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/

computer%20science/Data-structures.pdf 

 

 Leaners are told to use 

textbook to identify and solve 

the questions based on linear 

list. 

 

 Programming questions from 

linear list can be given as 

assignment 

 

SUMMER HOLIDAYS 
 

WEEK 17 

 

 Students will be able to perform 

PUSH &POP operations in a 

stack 

 To enable the students to test and 

debug the code for push and pop 

operations in a stack data 

structure. 

DATA STRUCTURES-2 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi

i/computer%20science/Data-structures.pdf 

 Given practical questions 

based on stack 

 

 Visualization of  stack 

operations with the help of 

www.visualgo.net 

 

WEEK 18 

 

 QUEUE: Students will be able to 

understand how to do insertion 

and deletion of elements in a 

queue. 

 To get basic concept of deque and 

its characteristics. 

 

DATA STRUCTURES-2 

RESOURCES 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 

 Students are asked to code and 

debug queue programs in 

python environment to enhance 

their programming skills. 

 

 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Data-structures.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Data-structures.pdf
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Data-structures.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Data-structures.pdf
http://www.visualgo.net/


 

 To enable the students to identify 

the application of queue data 

structure. 

*Topic queue is not included for 

assessment. 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi

i/computer%20science/Data-structures.pdf 

 Ask the students to solve 

exercise questions given in 

textbook. 

WEEK 19 

 

Leaner will be able to- 

 To revise the fundamentals of 

SQL covered in class XI. 

 To identify the properties of 

Relational data base model. 

 To memorize the concept of 

different data types in SQL 

 To write the queries with correct 

syntax for the commands covered 

in class XI. 

MY SQL REVISION TOUR 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi

/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf 

 

 Ask students to create table 

and execute commands in sql 

environment independently. 

 

 Assignment questions can be 

given from SQL Revision 

Tour. 

 Online test based on SQL 

Revision tour can be 

conducted. 

 

WEEK 20 

 

Leaner will be able to- 

 To use SQL functions like 

SUM(),AVG(),COUNT()  etc. 

 Identifies the differences in the  

output generated by each 

functions. 

 Understand the difference 

between where and having clause. 

 

 

 

 

MY SQL REVISION TOUR 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VMDSCUBWy

NU68qLdYNHxyvrJkSlq0AEA/view 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi

/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf 

 

 Practical questions can be 

given from the topic sql 

functions. 

 

 

 

 Leaners are told to explore 

textbook and E-resources to 

solve the SQL table questions. 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Data-structures.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xii/computer%20science/Data-structures.pdf
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VMDSCUBWyNU68qLdYNHxyvrJkSlq0AEA/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VMDSCUBWyNU68qLdYNHxyvrJkSlq0AEA/view
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf


WEEK 21 

 

 Students will learn how to write sql 

queries using group by clause. 

 To learn the use of join and equijoin. 

 Students will be able to join two 

tables from same database using 

JOIN 

 

MY SQL  

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
 

http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi

/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf 

 

 

 Practical questions based on group 

by clause can be given. 

 Ask the students to do the 

assignment questions given in the 

link on daily basis. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m

NF74Ifw8PTcCIzIEu78VzqN4I0-

H5tm/view 

WEEK 22 

 

 

 Students will be able to 

understand how to interface 

python with SQL. 

 To understand steps for creating 

database connectivity 

applications. 

 

INTERFACE OF PYTHON WITH SQL 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi

/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf 

 Ask the students to install sql 

connector in their systems. 

Tell them to follow the steps 

given in the textbook to 

perform installation of the 

same. 

 Simple connectivity questions 

can be given as a trial. 

 

WEEK 23 

 

 Leaners will be able to use insert, 

delete &update queries in python 

window to make the changes in 

SQL table. 

 To identify and differentiate the 

working of fetchall(),fetchmany() 

and fetchone() functions. 

 

INTERFACE OF PYTHON WITH SQL 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

Link of E-Resources  
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi

/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf 

 Ask the students to develop 

and debug the connectivity 

programs independently. 

 

 

 

 

 Online test based on the topic 

SQL revision tour 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mNF74Ifw8PTcCIzIEu78VzqN4I0-H5tm/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mNF74Ifw8PTcCIzIEu78VzqN4I0-H5tm/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mNF74Ifw8PTcCIzIEu78VzqN4I0-H5tm/view
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf


WEEK 24 

 Students will be able to develop 

python database applications. 

 

  Students can find out the output 

of python connectivity programs 

manually. 

 

 They can easily identify the errors 

in each statement. 

 

INTERFACE OF PYTHON WITH SQL 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Preety  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.pythonworld.in&www.python.mykvs.in 

 

Link of E-Resources  
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi

/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf 

 Practical questions based on 

connectivity as assignment. 

 Ask the students to solve 

application based questions 

from textbook. 

 The leaners may collect 

information from the resources 

to find out how to pass 

parameterized queries from 

python. 

 

WEEK 25 

 Leaner would enhance their 

programming skills with proper 

practice. 

 They will be able to develop 

connectivity programs 

independently. 

INTERFACE OF PYTHON WITH SQL 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

• Assessment-sql connectivity 

 

• Revision, doubt clearing and 

practice application based questions 

WEEK 26 

Revision:  Python revision tour, 

Functions, Python libraries 

 Students will be able to revise the 

programming basics of python 

 They will be able to predict the 

output of programming questions 

  

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

www.python world.in & www.python.mykvs.in 

• Ask the students to solve the 

questions given in the link 

• https://drive.google.com/file/d/

17KXrj3kykZYENH4cYCncVju1UJ4

ovoIE/view?usp=sharing 

• Assessment based on the same 

topics 

 

WEEK 27 

Revision: File handling, data structures 

 Enable the students to code file 

handling programs independently. 

 Leaner will be able to write the 

code for push and pop operations 

in stack. 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

 www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

 Learners should also attempt to 

solve concept-based problems 

available in the resources on a 

daily basis.  

 Sample question papers for  

 Practice can be given. 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf
http://python.mykvs.in/presentation/class%20xi/informatics%20practices/sql.pdf
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://www.python.mykvs.in/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17KXrj3kykZYENH4cYCncVju1UJ4ovoIE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17KXrj3kykZYENH4cYCncVju1UJ4ovoIE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17KXrj3kykZYENH4cYCncVju1UJ4ovoIE/view?usp=sharing
http://www.python.mykvs.in/


 

WEEK 28 

 

Revision: Mysql revision Tour & 

connectivity 

 Students will gain skills in 

querying using SQL 

 They will be able to develop 

connectivity programs. 

  

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

 www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

• Assessment based on the same 

topics 

 Ask the students to practice 

practical questions 

 

WEEK 29 

Revision: Computer Networks 

 Students will revise the basic 

networking concepts. 

 They will be able to find the 

answers of application based 

questions from networking 

 Textbook-Computer Science With 

Python By Sumita  Arora 

 E-resources from the websites 

 www.python world.in & 

www.python.mykvs.in 

 Learners should also attempt to 

solve concept-based problems 

available in the resources on a 

daily basis.  

 

• Seminar on topic- cybercrime, 

prevention from viruses etc. 

 

 

http://www.python.mykvs.in/
http://www.python.mykvs.in/

